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Yielcl is very important for the fabrication of integrated circuits because of its

drastic and direct effect on costs. An integrated circuit nay fail at the wafer

test because of a systematic failure (design error, violation of designrules etcJ

or because of random local defects (pinholes, crystal defects etc.). Systematic

failures should be ellminated during the developnent phase of an integrated cir-
cuit while the generation of rand.om local d.efects are practically not avoidable.

In this contrlbuti-on we will discuss the effect of random local
yield of modern bipolar integrated circuits. The yield equation

in the first part. Based on the generalized yield equation

n1
Y =K (1 + Drsrrrr) "i'

i
the yield nodeling procedure is discussed.

In equation (1) the symbols have the following meaning:

defects on the

/1/ Ls reanalysed

Fi is the spezific area susceptible to the defect type i under
consideratJ-on,

Di is the mean d.efect density, and

"i is a statistical parameter characterizing the defect distributioni
s, is gj-ven by

D.
l-

and

is the number of the relevant defect tyf'es.

Equation (1) contains a set of parameters {rr} a"t"rmined by the layout and the

remaining parameter" [Di r sL, n] aepena on the process and its maturity. The pro-

cess dependent parameters can be obtained by means of adeguate test structures.
For a given layout, the yield of an integrated circuit can be predicted with the

aid of equation (1). Furthermore, the yield analysis reveals the dominating kind
of defect. For a certain set or [Dr, "r, r] this type may vary depending on the

tayout related parameter set {rr}.
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In the second part vre discuss the test structures and the resuLts obtained. It

turns out, that the statisticat parameter= =i's are approxinately constant for a

distinct defect type while the Dr's may vary from sample to sample considerably.

A 128bit /2/- and. a 1024x4bit ECL-RAIIi /3/ sexve as examples to llLustrate the

application of (1). The yielil has been constantly monitored by measuring the para-
t- 'l

meter set {Dr, si, nf on test patterns inserted on actual production wafers. Using

(1) the calculated yield is usually ln good agreement with the actual measured

yie.Id including correLations to the lest hierarchy with tests of increasing com-

plexity.
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